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MINIMALIST 

SOPHISTICATION. 

MAXIMUM 

INDULGENCE.
Avvio is Italian for a new beginning and a fresh start. Our collection of freestanding solid 

surface soaking baths is the start of something new for us. Sculpted from the finest natural 

minerals and state-of the-art engineered materials, the sleek lines and soft curves of our 

Avvio™ soaking baths beautifully combine form and function. Gorgeous centerpieces to any 

bathroom suite, the sophisticated minimalistic designs are contemporary, yet timeless.

When you immerse yourself in an Avvio™ soaking bath, you’ll experience a wonderful 

floating sensation: the perfect harmony of buoyancy and support.  As the steam rises, 

heaviness dissipates and stress evaporates.  The quietude of a simple soak restores the 

body and renews the spirit.  

Step into an Avvio™ bath and into a new beginning. EVERYONE DESERVES SOMETIME™



TORINO™ BATH
With its perfectly symmetrical design, the stylish Torino™ model 
is a mid-size soaking bath that complements any décor.

DIMENSIONS: 61.5" L x 36.0" W x 22.6" H | CENTER DRAIN

SOPHISTICATED 
SYMMETRY.

VERONA® BATH
The striking curves and expansive dimensions of our most 
lavish soaking bath make the Verona® bath the perfect 
centerpiece of any luxury bathroom suite.

DIMENSIONS: 71.0" L x 32.75" W x 25.0" H | CENTER DRAIN

SCULPTED 
ELEGANCE.



URBINO™ BATH
Ideal for urban living, the Urbino™ bath features a 
contemporary, asymmetrical design with a small footprint 
and traditional end drain.

DIMENSIONS: 55.9" L x 32.5" W x 20.9" H | END DRAIN

URBAN 
SIMPLICITY.

EXCEPTIONAL 
QUALITY.
EXQUISITE 
DESIGN.
LUXECAST™ SOLID SURFACE
Natural minerals enhanced with state-of-the-art 
engineered materials are melded and hand-finished for a 
non-porous, uniform surface that maintains its luminous 
quality. Like any fine piece of art, these soaking bathtubs 
will stand the test of time. Available in gloss, matte and 
dual-tone finishes. 

SLEEK DESIGN
The stunning silhouettes of the Avvio™ Collection are 
the perfect complement to the well-appointed home—
from transitional to contemporary—the ideal bathroom 
focal piece.

SCULPTED COMFORT
Carefully engineered deep water wells and backrest 
contours optimize bathing comfort and hydrotherapy 
benefits.

AESTHETICS IN THE DETAILS 
Integral overflow showing no external plumbing, 
minimized linear drain design, and easy toe-tap water 
release guarantee streamlined enjoyment. 
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